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Abstract: The behaviour of a vehicle at high-speed crashes is enhanced by using active vehicle dynamics control systems.
A 6-Degree-of-Freedom (6-DOF) mathematical model is developed to carry out this study. In this model, vehicle
dynamics is studied together with vehicle crash structural dynamics. Validation of the vehicle crash structure of
the proposed model is achieved to ensure that the modelling of the crumble zone and the dynamic responses are
reliable. Five different speeds are selected to investigate the robustness of control system and its effect on the
vehicle crash characteristics at low and high speeds with full and offset collision scenarios. A great improvement
of vehicle pitch and yaw angels and accelerations at high speed collision are obtained from this analysis.
Keywords: Active safety• Collision mitigation• High speed collision• Vehicle dynamics control• Mathematical modelling•
Numerical simulations
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1. Introduction
During the past decades, many crash avoidance devicessuch as turn seatbelts and airbags have been installed invehicles to protect the occupant by absorbing the energycaused by a crash. Furthermore, to improve the vehiclecrash energy absorption capability, the vehicle’s front-endand side structures have been developed and enhanced.However, the collision speed still is very important for thecrash outcome. At a collision speed of 80 km/h, the possi-
∗E-mail: bf41xb@student.sunderland.ac.uk
bility that the car occupants are killed is about 20 timesgreater than at a speed of 30 km/h [1].ADAS techniques have been investigated in an endeavourto alleviate vehicle crash [2–6]. The main purpose of theADAS is to warn the driver of dangerous situations and aidhim actively in an impending collision. However, ADAShas yet to achieve their goal to prevent vehicle collision.With regard to the occupant safety, vehicle body pitch anddrop during frontal impact play an important role in injuriesto the driver’s neck and head [7–9]. Vehicle body pitch anddrop have normally been experienced in frontal crash tests.A finite element (FE) method has been used to investigateframe deformation upon full-frontal impact and to discussthe cause and counter-measures design regarding vehicle
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body pitch and drop [7]. It was found that downwardbending generated from the geometric offsets of the framerails in the vertical direction during a crash is the keyfeature of vehicle body pitching.The development of the vehicle dynamics control systems(VDCS) plays an important role in improving vehicle stabil-ity, ride characteristics and passenger safety. The anti-lockbraking system (ABS) and the yaw moment control sys-tem are used to assist vehicle stability during emergencymanoeuvres, while the active suspension control system(AS) is used to improve vehicle ride quality and reduce thevehicle vertical acceleration [10, 11]. In addition, the AScontrol system integrated with the ABS is used to reducethe vehicle stopping distance [12].Very little research has been carried out to investigatethe effect of the VDCS on vehicle collision. The influenceof the braking force on vehicle impact dynamics in low-speed rear-end collisions has been studied [13]. It wasconfirmed that the braking force was not negligible inhigh-quality simulations of vehicle impact dynamics at lowspeed. The effect of vehicle braking, anti-pitch controlsystem, and direct yaw control (DYC) on vehicle crashroutine (at vehicle speeds of 55 km/hr) was investigatedusing ADAMS multibody dynamics model [14]. Hogan’sstudy found that the ABS has a detrimental effect on vehiclecrash performance during offset barrier impacts while DYCsystems proved to significantly improve performance invehicle-to-vehicle collision. However, he mentioned thatmore research into the effect of VDCS on vehicle collisionmitigation is recommended.In this paper, a new 6-Degree-of-Freedom (6-DOF) vehicledynamics/crash mathematical model has been developedto improve the vehicle collision performance at high speedcollisions in full and offset frontal crash scenarios. TheABS and the AS control system are co-simulated with themathematical model. The AS control system is used toreduce vehicle body pitch angle, pitch acceleration, yawangle, and yaw acceleration.
2. Car model
In this section, a 6-DOF vehicle dynamics/crash mathemat-ical model has been presented and is used to implementthis study. Using mathematical models in crash simula-tions is useful at the first design concept, because rapidanalysis is required at this stage. In addition, the well-known advantage of mathematical modelling provides aquick and valid simulation analysis compared with finiteelement models.Vehicle crash structures are designed to be able to ab-sorb the crash energy and control vehicle deformations;therefore simple mathematical models have been used to
Figure 1. 6-DOF Vehicle Dynamics/Crash Mathematical Model.
represent the vehicle front structure [15]. In this model,vehicle mass is represented by lumped mass and vehiclestructure is represented by a spring in a simple model tosimulate frontal and rear-end vehicle collision processes.Moreover, other analyses and simulations of vehicle-to-barrier impact using a simple mass spring model wereestablished by Kamal [16]. Kamal’s study demonstratedthat mathematical modelling can be accurately used forunlimited numbers of vehicle-to-barrier crash tests. Toachieve enhanced occupant safety, the crash energy man-agement system was investigated by Khattab [17]. Thisstudy, using a simple lumped-parameter model, discussedthe applicability of providing variable energy absorbingproperties as a function of the impact speed.The 6-DOF model used in this paper is developed tooptimize the VDCS in impending impact at full and offsetcrash scenarios. The ABS and the AS control systems areco-simulated with a full car vehicle dynamic model andintegrated with a non-linear front-end structure model asshown in Figure 1. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are the pitch-plane and yaw-plane of the mathematical model, which areused to clarify and simplify the 3-D drawing. It is assumedthat the front-end springs are still horizontal during impactand they will not incline with the vehicle body.In this model, the vehicle body is represented by lumpedmass m and four spring/damper units are used to representthe vehicle suspension system. The AS system is co-simulated with the suspension system and the ABS isco-simulated with the model using a simple wheel model.Four nonlinear springs are also proposed to represent theupper and lower members of the vehicle frontal structure.The mass of the impacted part of the bumper is neglectedbecause it is not moving during collision, while the massof the rotational part of the bumper requires consideration.It is assumed that the vehicle moves on a flat asphaltedroad, thus neglecting the vertical movement of the tyres and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) pitch-plane view and its free-body diagram; (b) yaw-
plane view and its free-body diagram.
Figure 3. Illustration drawing of the front-end deformation due to
vehicle pitching (--- before pitching, — after pitching).
road vertical forces. Vehicle body pitching is due to vehiclebraking, the different values between the upper and lowercrash forces, and the different distances between upperand lower members from the vehicle’s centre of gravity.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. (a) illustration drawing of the front-end deformation due to
vehicle yawing (--- before yawing, — after yawing); (b) sim-
plification of Figure 4(a) and its free-body diagram.
2.1. Equation of motion of the mathematical
model
In this section, the mathematical model and its equationsof motion are developed to study and predict the dynamicresponse of the primary impact in full and offset vehicle-to-barrier crash scenarios. Figure 3 shows the deformation of
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the front springs due to vehicle pitching; Figure 4 showsthe deformation of the front springs due to vehicle rotationaround the point of impact. The equations of motion of the6-DOF model can be written using Figures 1, 3 and 4 as:
m · x¨ + (FsuR + FslR ) · cos γ + (FsuL + FslL)· cosφ + FbfR + FbrR + FbrL = 0 (1)
m · z¨ + FSfR + FSfL + FSrR + FSrL = 0 (2)
Iyy · θ¨ − (FSfR + FSfL) · lf + (FSrR + FSrL) · lr+ (FSuR · cos γ + FSuL · cosφ) · d1− (FslR · cos γ + FslL · cosφ) · d2− (FbfR + FbfL + FbrR + FbrL) · (z + h) = 0
(3)
Izz · φ¨ + (FsuR + FslR ) · cos γ1 · ao − (FsuL + FslL)·ai − (FsuR + FslR ) · sin γ1 · (la − x)+ (FbfR + FbrR ) · bo − (FbfL + F ) · bi+ (Ff ′fR + Ff ′fL) · (lb − x)+ (Ff ′rR + Ff ′rL) · (l+ lb − x) = 0
(4)
Ixx · ψ¨ + (FSfL + FSrL) · bi − (FSfR + FSrR ) · bi− (Fff ′R + Fff ′L + Ff ′rR + Ff ′rL) · (z + h)−FsuR sin γ1 · e1 + FslR sin γ1 · e2 = 0 (5)
Izzb · φ¨b − (FsuR + FslR ) cos γ · lo cosφb− (FsuR + FslR ) sin γ · lo sinφb = 0 (6)
where m, Iyy, Ixx and Izzb are the mass of the vehicle body,the moment of inertia of the vehicle body about the y axis,the moment of inertia of the vehicle body about the x axis,the moment of inertia of the vehicle body about z axisat the point of impact and the moment of inertia of therotation part of the bumper about the z axis at the pointof impact, respectively. x¨ and z¨ are the acceleration of thevehicle body in longitudinal direction and the accelerationof the vehicle body in the vertical direction, respectively.θ¨, φ¨, ψ¨ and φ¨b are the rotational pitching, yawing, rollingacceleration of the vehicle body, and rotational accelera-tion of the rotation part of the bumper, respectively. x andz are the vehicle body longitudinal and vertical displace-ments, respectively. Fs, Fb, FS and Ff ′ are the front-endnon-linear spring forces, the braking forces, the vehiclesuspension forces and the friction forces between the tyres
and the road due to vehicle yawing, respectively. As shownin Figure 4(b), φ, φb, γ and γ1 represent the vehicle bodyyaw angle, the rotational part of the bumper angle, theangle between the front-end right springs and x axis andthe difference angle between φ and γ, respectively. lf ,lr , l and h represent the longitudinal distance betweenthe vehicle centre of gravity (CG) and front wheels, thelongitudinal distance between the CG and rear wheels,the wheel base and the CG height, respectively. ai and aoare the distance between the point of impact and impactedsprings and the distance between the point of impact andnon-impacted springs, respectively. bo and bi are the dis-tance between the CG and right wheels, the CG and leftwheels, respectively.The front-end springs’ location is represented by the sub-scripts uR , uL, lR and lL which denote upper right spring,upper left spring, lower right spring and lower left spring,respectively. The vehicle wheel location is represented bythe subscripts fR , fL, rR and rL which denote front rightwheel, front left wheel, rear right wheel and rear left wheel,respectively. la, lb, lo, e1 and e2 represent the length ofthe front-end springs, the distance between the bumperand the centre of front wheels, the distance between thepoint of impact and the end of rotational part of the bumper,the distance between the CG and front-end upper springsand the CG and front-end lower springs, respectively. Itshould be noted that at full frontal collision the distancelo is equal to zero and equations 3, 4 and 5 are eliminated.d1 and d2 represent the distance between the CG andthe upper springs force and the CG and the lower springsforce, respectively, and can be calculated using Figure 3as: d1 =√l2f + e21 · sin(tan−1 (e1lf
)− θ) (7)
d2 =√l2f + e22 · sin(tan−1 (e2lf
)− θ) (8)
angles γ and γ1 can be calculated as shown in Figure 4(b)by:
γ = tan−1 ( lo − lo cosφblo · sinφb + lφR · cosφ
) (9)
lφR = (la − x)− ao sinφcosφ (10)
γ1 = γ − φ (11)
2.2. Forces generated by the suspension sys-
tem
The suspension forces are generated via vertical movementof the vehicle body and depend on the displacement and
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velocity of the body motion and can be written as follows:
FSfR = kSfR (z − lf · sinθ − bo · ψ)+ cfR (z˙ − lf · θ˙ · cosθ − bo · ψ˙)− ufR (12)
FSfl = kSfL(z − lf · sinθ − bi · ψ)+ cfL(z˙ − lf · θ˙ · cosθ − bi · ψ˙)− ufL (13)
FSrR = kSrR (z − lr · sinθ − bo · ψ)+ crR (z˙ − lr · θ˙ · cosθ − bo · ψ˙)− urR (14)
FSrL = kSrL(z − lr · sinθ − bi · ψ)+ crL(z˙ − lr · θ˙ · cosθ − bi · ψ˙)− urL (15)
where kS , c and u represent the stiffness of the suspensionsprings, the damping of the suspension coefficients and theactive suspension force elements, respectively. θ and ψ arethe vehicle body pitching and rolling angels, respectively.z˙, θ˙ and ψ˙ represent the vehicle body vertical velocity,pitching velocity and rolling velocity, respectively.
2.3. Forces generated by the control systems
The ABS and AS control systems are co-simulated withthe mathematical model. To calculate the braking forcegenerated from the ABS, a simple wheel-road model shownin Figure 5(a) is used, and its associated equation can bewritten as:
Iω˙ = Tw − Tbk − Fbk · rw − Tbk (16)
Fbk = µ(λ) · Fzk (17)the slip ratio λ is defined as:
λ = v − vwv = v − ω · rwv (18)
the relationship between µ(λ) and wheel slip λ is shown inFigure 5(b), which can be approximated by the followingfunction (Ting & Lin 2004):
µ(λ) = 2µo λoλλ2o + λ2 (19)
where I is the wheel moment of inertia, ω is the wheelangular velocity, ω˙ is the wheel angular acceleration, Tw is
(a) (Ting & Lin 2004)
(b) (Ting & Lin 2004)
Figure 5. (a) wheel-road model; (b) the relationship between friction
coefficient and wheel slip.
the friction torque, Tb is the braking torque applied by thedisk/drum brakes, rw is the wheel radius, µ is the frictioncoefficient between the tyre and the road, λ is the tyreslip ratio, λo is the optimal slip ratio, which can yield thepeak friction value µ(λo) = µo, Fz is the vertical normalforces of the tyres, v is the vehicle body velocity, and vw isthe equivalent wheel longitudinal velocity. The subscriptk indicates the wheel’s location (fR : front right wheel, fL:front left wheel, rR : rear right wheel and rL: rear leftwheel). The wheel rotational angle can be calculated afterthe integration of Equation (1), and then the estimation ofthe slip ratio λ can be driven. The values of the slip ratioare then used to feed the ABS controller. This controllercompares the error between the desired slip ration (from0.18 to 0.3) and the estimated one. Relative to the errorcomparison, the ABS controller turns the brake on/off whichcontrols the braking torque Tb to sustain the coefficient offriction µ at its maximum values (µo), therefore the maximumbraking force can be obtained.
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Figure 6. Force deformation characteristics for upper and lower rails.
Figure 7. General piecewise force-deformation characteristics.
The vertical forces Fzk at each wheel can be written asfollows:
FzfR = m · g · lrl + FSfR (20)
FzfL = m · g · lrl + FSfL (21)
FzrR = m · g · lfl + FSrR (22)
FzrL = m · g · lfl + FSrL (23)
The AS force elements are taken in parallel with the ex-isting conventional suspension system and applied in thevertical direction. The maximum AS force is consideredto be 2000 N on each wheel with the maximum suspen-sion travel limit of 100 mm, taking into consideration theresponse time of the AS system.
2.4. Forces generated by the frontal nonlinear
springs
To simulate the upper and lower members of the vehi-cle front structure, multi- stage piecewise linear force-deformation spring characteristics are considered. Thenon-linear springs used in the multi-body model [14] aretaken to generate the n stage piecewise spring’s charac-teristics, as shown in Figure 6. The forces of the front-end springs are calculated using the general relationshipbetween the force and deflection of a nonlinear springdescribed in Figure 7 as follows:
Fsi = ksijδi + Fij (24)
where ks and δ represent the stiffness and the deflection ofthe front-end spring, respectively. The subscript i indicatesthe spring location (uR : upper right spring, uL: upper leftspring, lR : lower right spring and lL: lower left spring)and the subscript j indicates different stages of the force-deformation characteristics as shown in Figure 7. Thestiffness of the spring ks and the force elements Fij varyaccording to the different stages of the deflection δ andcan be defined as follows:
ksij = ksi1, Fij = 0 0 ≤ δ < δi1 (25)
ksij = ksi1, Fij = (ksi1 − ksi2)δi1 δi1 ≤ δ < δi2 (26)
ksij = ksi3,Fij = (ksi1 − ksi2)δi1 + (ksi2 − ksi3)δi2δi2 ≤ δ < δi3 (27)
ksij = ksin,Fij = (ksi1 − ksi2)δi1 + (ksi2 − ksi3)δi2 + . . .+ (ksi(n−1) − ksin)δi(n−1)δ ≥ δ(n−1)
(28)
where the deformation of the front-end springs δi can becalculated using Figures 3 and 4(c) as:
δuR = x + δθuR + δφuR − δb (29)
δuL = x + δθuL + δφuL (30)
δlR = x + δθlR + δφlR − δb (31)
δlL = x + δθlL + δφlL (32)
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Figure 8. Velocity of the vehicle body.
where δθ , δφ and δb represent the deflection of the frontend due to pitching, yawing and the bumper’s rotation,respectively, and can be calculated as:
δθuR = δθuL =√l2f + e21
· cos(tan−1 (e1lf
)− θ)− lf (33)
δθlR = δθlL = lf − [√l2f + e22
· cos(tan−1 (e2lf
)+ θ)] (34)
δφuR = δφlR = (la − x)− lφR (35)
δφuL = δφlL = lφL − (la − x (36)
lφL = (la − x) + ai sinφcosφ (37)
δb = √(lo − lo cosφ1)2 + (lo · sinφ1 + lφR · cosφ)2− lφR (38)
3. Car model validation
To ensure that the model is valid and provides accurateresults of crumble zone deformation and the dynamic re-sponses of the vehicle body are reliable, comparisons be-tween the mathematical model, real test data and formermulti-body model are established. In the real crash test,the vehicle was in free-rolling mode with an impact speedof 16.1 m/s; therefore the same conditions are used as
Figure 9. Deceleration of the vehicle body.
Figure 10. Deformation of the front-end structure.
initial conditions in the mathematical model simulation.The comparison of the mathematical model, ADAMS multi-body model [14] and real test results [18] are depictedin Figures 8–10. The lower initial speed of 15.1 m/s atthe moment of impact of the ADAMS model as shown inFigure 8 is due to the effect of rolling resistance prior toimpact [14], while the initial speed of the mathematicalmodel is adapted to be the same as the actual test impactspeed. However, the post-impact velocity curve of themathematical model is in a good correlation with both realtest and ADAMS model results.In the vehicle body deceleration results shown in Figure 9,a high correlation between the mathematical model andthe ADAMS model and the mean results of the real testis observed. The sudden reduction of the vehicle decel-eration at the end of the collision on the mathematicalmodel and ADAMS results is due to the deactivation ofthe spring forces at this point (there is no recoil of thesprings). Although the mathematical model predicted aslightly higher value than the ADAMS results, the mean
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Figure 11. Yaw velocity of the vehicle body.
Figure 12. Yaw acceleration of the vehicle body.
value of deceleration is approximately the same as thatof the actual results. The deformation of the front-endstructure is illustrated in Figure 10, and a slightly lowervalue of the maximum deformation appeared in the math-ematical model. This may be due to mass differences orother assumed parameters. However, the trend in the threecases is approximately the same with small differences inthe maximum deformation.Figures 11 and 12 show the comparison between themathematical model results and the ADAMS results forvehicle yaw velocity and acceleration. In Figure 11 thevehicle velocities are almost the same in both models untilthey reach the maximum values (at the end of the crash).After the crash ended, the vehicle yaw is dependent onthe maximum vehicle pitch angle and the period duringwhich the rear wheels leave the ground. This describes thedifference between the yaw velocity results of each modelat post-crash. While the maximum vehicle yaw accelerationis slightly higher in the ADAMS model results than themathematical model results, a good correlation betweenboth results is noted as shown in Figure 12.
4. Prediction of the vehicle crash be-
haviour in different crash scenarios
In this section the vehicle crash performance is predictedwhen different cases of VDCS are applied at full and offsetfrontal collision scenarios. The following four cases havebeen chosen to fulfil this numerical study with full andoffset frontal collision and five different speeds for eachcase (25, 40, 55, 70, and 85 km/hr):
• free rolling: in this case the vehicle collides withthe barrier without applying any type of control;
• ABS: in this case the anti-lock braking system isapplied before and during the collision;
• anti-pitch control system: the AS control is usedto maintain the vehicle almost horizontal beforethe crash by applying an active force element onthe front and rear wheels in upward and downwarddirections, respectively. A fuzzy control scheme isused to control the vehicle in this case;
• under-pitch control: here the vehicle has assumeda reverse pitching angle before crash using an AScontrol system; Fuzzy control is also used in thisstatus.
While the ADAS detected that the crash will be unavoid-able 1.5 s prior to the impact [4], VDCS will be appliedin this short time preceding the impact. The values of thedifferent parameters which were used in simulations aregiven in Table 1.
Table 1. The values of the different pa-
rameters which are used in the
simulations.Parameter Valuem 1200 kgIyy 1490 kg·m2Ixx 350 kg·m2Izz 1750 kg·m2Ibzz 40 kg·m2kSfR = kSfL 18.25 kN/mkSrR = kSrL 13.75 kN/mcfR = cfL 500 N·s/mcrR = crL 425 N·s/mlf 1.185 mlr 1.58 mh 0.452 mla 1.2 mlb 0.85 mbi = bo 0.8 m
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Table 2. Numerical results of a full frontal crash scenario VDCS and different five speeds.
Measured Data XXXXXXXXCase Velocity (km/hr) 25 40 55 70 85
Maximum deformationof the front-end (m)
Free Rolling 0.2422 0.4388 0.6309 0.8491 1.0895ABS 0.2306 0.4258 0.6187 0.8397 1.0798Anti-pitch Control 0.2309 0.4248 0.6181 0.8381 1.0798Under-pitch Control 0.2309 0.4247 0.6177 0.8368 1.0777
Maximum decelerationof the vehicle body (g)
Free Rolling 16.5988 25.5868 31.8283 36.0064 39.7748ABS 17.2676 25.4312 31.5362 35.7414 39.6217Anti-pitch Control 17.3548 25.8653 31.5831 35.8 39.6868Under-pitch Control 17.3548 25.9496 31.6441 35.8297 39.7053
Maximum pitch angleof the vehicle body (deg)
Free Rolling 3.562 6.5493 9.6528 12.8438 16.3658ABS 5.7222 10.2092 15.426 20.5462 26.2699Anti-pitch Control 2.7121 5.2219 7.6425 10.0766 12.904Under-pitch Control 1.0553 2.147 2.9148 3.2913 3.5714Maximum pitchacceleration of thevehicle body (deg/s2)
Free Rolling 842.193 1645.342 1907.999 2166.181 2505.821ABS 1127.298 2026.855 2376.793 3275.938 3950.203Anti-pitch Control 851.602 1439.692 1599.415 1755.704 2111.722Under-pitch Control 417.494 940.9045 992.9309 1002.639 1009.241
Note: The percentage of improvement is calculated related to the comparison between the values at case 4with the others at case 1.
Figure 13. Deformation of the vehicle front-end for all cases at full frontal collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
4.1. Full frontal crash results
The deformation of the front-end structure, deceleration,pitch angle and acceleration of the vehicle body are deter-mined in all four cases and five speeds as shown in Table 2.Five different speeds have been used to compare the effectof the applied control system at these diverse crash speeds.The speed of 70 km/hr has been chosen to illustrate thebehaviour of the vehicle with the time which is similar onthe other crash speeds. Figure 13 shows the front-endstructure’s deformation-time histories of all cases at this
speed. Slight differences in the maximum deformation ofthe vehicle’s front-end are found in each separate case;however, reduction in the maximum deformation is obtainedwhen the ABS is applied (cases 2–4) with almost the samevalues.Vehicle body deceleration – time histories for all cases aredepicted in Figure 14, and it can be said that there is nosignificant difference in trends or values. However, in cases2–4, when the ABS is applied, a very small change in thehigher value of the vehicle body deceleration is observedat the early stage of crash in comparison to case 1 (free
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Figure 14. Deceleration of the vehicle body for all cases at full frontal collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
Figure 15. Pitch angle of the vehicle body for all cases at full frontal collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
rolling). These higher values exist until the front wheelsreach the barrier and their braking effect ends; at this pointrapid reduction in the vehicle body deceleration occurs(arrow 1, Figure 14). At the end of the collision the vehicleis stopped and starts moving in the opposite direction;meanwhile the braking force also changes its direction anddeceleration is suddenly decreased as shown in Figure 14,arrow 2.Figure 15 shows the vehicle pitch angle-time historiesfor all cases at the same speed (70 km/hr). The VDCSis applied 1.5 second before collision and, therefore, thevehicle body impacts with the barrier at different values
of pitch angles related to each case as shown in thefigure. The vehicle pitch angle then reaches its maximumvalues (normally after the end of crash) related to eachcase. Following this, the pitch angle is reduced to reachnegative values and then bounces to reach its steady-statecondition.In the case of free rolling, vehicle body pitching angle isgenerated solely due to the different impact forces betweenthe upper and lower front-end springs, while in case 2(only ABS is applied) extra pitching moment is generateddue to the braking force. This explains how the maximumpitch angle is observed in this case. In case 3 (ABS +
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Figure 16. Pitch acceleration of the vehicle body for all cases at full frontal collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
AP), the AP control system helps the vehicle to reduce itspitching by generating pitching moment in the oppositedirection; and that clarifies the reduction in the maximumvehicle body pitching in this case which is lower than thepitch angle in case 1. When the under pitch techniqueis applied along with ABS (case 4), the vehicle is givena negative pitch angle before impact, and the UP forceswill generate a negative pitch moment before and duringimpact. In this case a great improvement of vehicle pitchingis obtained an it can be seen from Table 2 that as themaximum pitch angle (at speed of 85 km/hr) is reducedfrom about 16 degree in the free rolling case to about3.5 degrees (almost equal to the maximum pitching anglein the case of free rolling at speed of 25 km/hr, see Table 2).Comparing the effect of applying the UP control along withABS (case 4) on vehicle crash at different impact speeds, itcan be observed that the improvement of vehicle pitchingis increased from about 70% at vehicle crash speed of 25,40 and 55 km/hr to about 74% at 70 km/hr and 78% at85 km/hr (see Table 2).Vehicle pitch acceleration-time histories are depicted inFigure 16 for all four cases. The pitch acceleration isincreased very fast at the early stage of crash, and then itis increased rapidly at the lower rate to reach its maximumvalue for each case due to the high pitching moment that isgenerated from the collision. At the end of the collision, allpitching moment due to the crash is equals zero; vehiclespeed is negative with very low value, and the vehiclepitch angle is still positive. That means the vehicle isnow controlled by the tyres and suspension forces whichhave already generated moment in the opposite directionof vehicle pitching. That describes the reason for the
high drop and the changing direction from positive tonegative on the vehicle pitch acceleration at the end ofthe crash. As shown in the figure the vehicle maximumpitching acceleration occurs at the end of collision andthe greatest value of the maximum pitching accelerationis observed in case 2 (ABS) whilst the lowest value isdetected in case 4 (ABS + UP). The reduction of thevehicle pitch acceleration in case 4 is also notable; itdecreases from about 2500 deg/s2 in case of free rolling toabout 1000 deg/s2 at speed of 85 km/hr (see Table 2). Thepercentage of enhancement of vehicle pitching accelerationis increased from about 50% at vehicle crash speeds of 25,40 and 55 km/hr to about 54% at 70 km/hr and 60% at85 km/hr as observed from Table 2.
4.2. Offset crash results
In an offset crash scenario, the deformation of the impactedside of the front-end structure, deceleration, pitch angleand acceleration of the vehicle body as well as the yawingangle, velocity and acceleration of the vehicle body areobtained in all four cases and five speeds as shown inTable 3. The vehicle front-end deformation at a speedof 85 km/hr exceeds the allowable length of the frontalstructure (1.2 m), and that means the compartment hasbeen intruded. The speed of 70 km/hr is also chosen toillustrate the results of the offset collision.Figure 17 shows the impacted side of the front-end struc-ture’s deformation-time histories of all cases at speedsof 70 km/hr. Logically, the maximum deformation of thefront-end in an offset crash is greater than the one in fullcrash because most of the crash energy is absorbed by
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Table 3. Numerical results of an offset frontal crash scenario with different cases of VDCS and different five speeds.
Measured Data XXXXXXXXCase Velocity (km/hr) 25 40 55 70 85
Maximum deformationof the front-end (m)
Free Rolling 0.292 0.5264 0.778 1.0588 1.3846ABS 0.2745 0.5032 0.751 1.0309 1.3465Anti-pitch Control 0.2721 0.5012 0.7484 1.029 1.3467Under-pitch Control 0.2718 0.501 0.7478 1.0269 1.3442
Maximum decelerationof the vehicle body (g)
Free Rolling 14.0494 20.8693 24.0283 25.9726 26.8992ABS 14.5286 20.9743 24.1507 26.3929 27.3878Anti-pitch Control 14.7553 21.3356 24.5259 26.4515 27.4686Under-pitch Control 14.7569 21.3887 24.5521 26.4064 27.4406
Maximum pitch angleof the vehicle body (deg)
Free Rolling 3.4484 6.3885 8.9448 12.2006 15.799ABS 5.5888 9.8968 14.447 19.9578 26.035Anti-pitch Control 2.1586 4.6844 6.8887 8.8666 11.6186Under-pitch Control 0.9107 1.91 2.4075 2.8667 3.15Maximum pitchacceleration of thevehicle body (deg/s2)
Free Rolling 639.9765 1156.753 1293.902 1412.786 1403.893ABS 858.2273 1481.893 1718.977 2305.751 2553.295Anti-pitch Control 461.5038 974.2194 1327.907 1124.741 1213.729Under-pitch Control 309.3607 617.1925 617.3229 640.2067 664.8851
Maximum yaw angle ofthe vehicle body (deg)
Free Rolling 2.5547 16.2817 46.2297 106.3904 258.4531ABS 2.9244 15.9719 47.5325 110.9078 256.805Anti-pitch Control 2.2525 13.0993 36.8748 86.7191 207.3422Under-pitch Control 1.4086 10.1154 30.9308 75.2819 179.1226Maximum yawacceleration of thevehicle body (deg)
Free Rolling 320.7683 949.0331 1590.851 2514.016 3909.887ABS 333.8712 899.4895 1525.85 2406.812 3756.187Anti-pitch Control 348.9306 879.1682 1475.742 2399.165 3705.266Under-pitch Control 310.9987 837.1089 1455.512 2377.743 3635.358
Figure 17. Time (sec) Deformation of the vehicle front-end for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
one side of the vehicle. Similarly as observed in a fullcrash, slight differences in the maximum deformation ofthe vehicle’s impacted side are found in the four differentcases of offset crash; however the minimum deformationis obtained in case 4. In this case a reduction of about30 mm is obtained compared with the free rolling case.
Vehicle body deceleration – time histories for all casesare depicted in Figure 18 and it found that there is nosignificant difference in trends or values. The fast reductionin the vehicle body deceleration (arrow 1 in Figure 18)occurs when the front left wheel reaches the barrier andits braking effect is ended. Additionally, at the end of
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Figure 18. Deceleration of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
Figure 19. Pitch angle of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
the collision the vehicle is stopped and starts movingin the opposite direction meanwhile the braking forcealso changes its direction and deceleration is suddenlydecreased as shown in Figure 18, arrow 2.Figure 19 shows the vehicle pitch angle-time histories forall cases. Similar to the full crash scenario, different valuesof pitch angles at the point of impact are shown relatedto each case because the VDCS is applied 1.5 secondbefore collision. The maximum pitch angle is observedin case 2, and this is due to the pitching moment that isgenerated because of the braking force as mentioned in
the case of a full crash. Similar to the full crash scenario,the minimum pitch angle is obtained when the UP controlsystem is applied along with the ABS. Furthermore a greatimprovement of vehicle pitching is obtained as the maximumpitch angle is reduced from about 12 degree in the freerolling case to about 3 degrees at this case. Comparingthe effect of applying the UP control along with the ABS(case 4) to the vehicle crash at different impact speeds, itcan be observed that the improvement of vehicle pitchingis increased from about 73% at different crash speeds toabout 76.5% at 70 km/hr (see Table 3).
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Figure 20. Pitch acceleration of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
Figure 21. Yaw velocity of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
Vehicle pitch acceleration-time histories are depicted inFigure 20 for all four cases. The greatest value of themaximum pitching acceleration is also detected in case 2(ABS) while the lowest value is observed in case 4. Thereduction of the vehicle pitch acceleration is also notable inoffset crash scenario; it decreases from about 1400 deg/s2in case of free rolling to about 640 deg/s2 in this case. Thepercentage of enhancement of vehicle pitching accelerationis increased from about 51% at the different crash speedsto about 54% at 70 km/hr (see Table 3).In the offset collision, only one side of the vehicle is im-pacted, which creates a high difference between the right
and left front-end springs’ forces, and that is the mainsource of the yaw moment that makes the vehicle bodyrotate around the z axis. Figure 21 shows the vehicle yawvelocity-time histories for all cases at the same vehiclecollision speed of 70 km/hr. Vehicle yaw velocity is equalto zero before the crash then it is changed in three differentstages: firstly it is increased rapidly during the collision;secondly it is changed slowly to reach a specific value;and thirdly it is decreased gradually to reach zero value.In the first stage, the rapid increase in the yaw velocity isdue to the high acceleration (see Figure 22) caused by theone sided impacted spring. At the end of the collision, the
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Figure 22. Yaw angle of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
Figure 23. Yaw acceleration of the vehicle body for all cases at offset collision and speed of 70 km/hr.
rear wheels have already left the ground due to the vehiclepitching and the vehicle is now controlled by the frontwheels alone. So, in the second stage, the decrease in thevehicle’s yaw velocity is due to the friction force betweenthe front tyres and the ground. Stage 3 begins when therear wheels initiate contact with the ground which gen-erates yaw moment in the opposite direction causing areduction of the vehicle yawing velocity at a higher ratethan the decreasing velocity rate in the second stage. Itshould be noted that at low speeds the rear wheels do notleave the ground and stage 2 is not existed.Because of the maximum vehicle front-end deformationobserved in case 1 (free rolling), as shown in Figure 17,
the greatest peak of yaw velocity appears in the same case,as shown in Figure 21. The maximum yaw velocities areapproximately the same for case 2 and 3, and the maximumvelocity of case 4 is the lowest. The period of the secondstage is different for each case and is mainly dependenton pitching angle and the time that the rear wheels leavethe ground. It is monitored because, in case 4, the rearwheels do not leave the ground.Figure 22 shows the vehicle body yaw angle-time histo-ries for all cases. While the maximum yaw velocity andacceleration (Figures 21 and 23) occur at case 1 (freerolling), It is found that the maximum yaw angle of about111 degrees is noted in case 2 (ABS). That is because the
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Figure 24. Pitch angle of the vehicle body at the different five speeds with case 4.
Figure 25. Pitch acceleration of the vehicle body at the different five speeds with case 4.
maximum value of the vehicle yaw angle is not dependsonly on the yaw acceleration, but it also depends on thevehicle pitch angle and the period of time that the rearwheels leave the ground for each case. The minimum yawangle of about 75 degrees is noted in case 4 when the UPcontrol is applied along with the ABS, and a reduction ofabout 36 degrees (32%) is obtained in this case comparedwith the ABS alone being applied. As described before,the UP technique is used to make the vehicle pitching upfor a few degrees before the crash.
Vehicle body yaw acceleration-time histories are depictedin Figure 23. Maximum yaw acceleration is discovered incase 1 (free rolling), and yaw acceleration for the othercases is approximately the same. At the end of the collisionthe vehicle is controlled by the front wheels only, as men-tioned before, which try to hinder the yawing motion; thenegative acceleration is shown with different small valuesrelated to each case. These negative values of the vehicleyaw acceleration are changed slowly with time; then theyreach zero rapidly when the yaw velocity equals zero.
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Figure 26. Yaw angle of the vehicle body at the different five speeds with case 4.
4.3. The effect of the UP control (case 4) on
the crash speed
While the effect of the UP control on the vehicle front-enddeformation and deceleration is small, the vehicle pitchingevent is used to show the relation between the UP controltechnique with the different crash speeds. Figure 24 showsthe vehicle pitch angle at the different crash speeds whenthe UP control is applied along with ABS at full frontalcollision. From this figure it can be observed that therelation between the increase of crash speed and the effectof the UP control is not linear, which is not detected onthe other three cases (case 1, 2 and 3). In other words,when the crash speed is increased from 25 to 40 (km/hr),the incremental of the maximum pitch angle is equal to1.09 deg.; and with the increase of the crash speed, theincremental of the maximum pitch angle is decreased. Forexample, when the crash speed is increased from 70 to85 (km/hr), the incremental of the maximum pitch angleis equal to 0.28. This nonlinear relation means that theefficiency of the UP control system is increased with thecrash speed. Figure 25 shows the pitch acceleration-timehistories for all different speeds in full frontal collisionwhen the case four is applied. It is observed here that inaddition to nonlinearity of the relation between the effectof UP control and the vehicle crash speed, the maximum
pitch accelerations at speeds of 55, 70, and 85 (km/hr) arealmost the same. This results indicates the robustness ofthe UP control technique at high crash speeds.The same nonlinear effect of the UP control system onvehicle pitching is also noticed in offset crash scenarioswith different values. Figure 26 shows the vehicle yawangle-time histories for all different five speeds in offsetfrontal crash when the case four is applied. It is observedthat the relation between the effect of the UP controlsystem on vehicle yawing is also nonlinear, but in oppositemanner. In other words, when the crash speed is increased,the incremental of the maximum yaw angle is increased.This nonlinear relation is also observed on the vehicle yawvelocity and acceleration; in addition, it is noticed on theother three cases (case 1, 2, and 3). So it can be said thatwhile the UP control helps to reduce the maximum vehicleyaw angle and velocity, its effect is not increased at highspeed crashes.From this study of full frontal and offset crash scenarios, itcan be said that the vehicle pitch angle and accelerationare greatly reduced when the ABS is applied with theUP control. There are two notable benefits of reducingthe vehicle pitching. Firstly, it makes the crash eventmore survivable even considering the risk of head and neckinjury as stated by Chang et al. [7]. Secondly, reducingthe vehicle pitching is the main reason for decreasing the
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maximum yaw angle. The benefit of the reduction of themaximum yaw angle is to lessen the risk of the car beingside-impacted by any obstacles on the road.
5. Conclusion
Development of a new 6-DOF vehicle dynamics/crash math-ematical model has been employed to study the effect ofvehicle dynamic control systems (VDCS) on high-speedvehicle crashes. The model presented here is validatedagainst former model and real crash results; it would bevery useful in the early design stages for assessing thecrash worthiness of the vehicle. In this study, three differ-ent cases of VDCS have been used to enhance the vehiclebehaviour at high-speed crash scenarios. The results showthat the effect of the active VDCS is quite minimal in termsof vehicle deformation and deceleration; however, thereare significant improvements on vehicle pitch event at fullfrontal collision. In addition, a noteworthy enhancement ofvehicle pitching and yawing is observed at vehicle offsetcrash scenarios.
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